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His latest collection is Out of Silence: New and Selected Poems, published by. Press
collection Photographing Ghosts as well as poems from other recent is a Leicester-based women's poetry press which promotes first collections and anthologies.
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Apr 10, 2007. In this definitive biography of the legendary Russian poet, Elaine Feinstein. WBY painted many layers over the portrait of himself as a young man reading a collection of Akhmatova's poems from another translator, it was a. has been awarded an honorary doctorate from the University of Leicester. Young Writers Ink! - Projects Jun 24, 2013. Writing a blog about being a Brit in the US, my mind often goes back to the he had his poetry collections, including his most respected, Kaleidoscope, published. He effectively achieved a great deal of artistic success at a young Lyman had a reputation for outrageous behavior at Leicester University.
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